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It seems to me that JP has dropped the contained episode approach.  The sequences
with Casey and Ali have been going on for months, and I can't believe I am admitting
this but I am actually rooting for them, yes Dave, I said that.  The slow build up in this
relationship is working.  Also, they are writing the kidnapping story to be split over at
least a couple weeks, so again more drawn out.  Ok, I also have to say I like how Meg is
now playing mind games on Paul.  If they have to continue with this crappy story line
at least they are trying a different tactic this time.   

Sadly, despite this change in story telling, I think the short term bad stories have
destroyed my positive thoughts and feelings toward ATWT.  At this point the only story
lines I care about at all is Luke and Noah and the baby paternity thing with
Katie/Brad/Vienna/Henry.  Very few of the actors in the cast are used, which also
makes the show hard to watch when you see only a few of the cast members around.
 The only times I watch anymore are when Luke and Noah are featured.  All the other
stories have become too contrived and boring to watch.
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SnyderFan8 wrote:

show rest of quote]

Believe it or not, I was trying to make things simpler for you and
others.  To actually do it, it is best to start with a e-mail you get
notifying you of a response on the MB.  I would print them out, so
you can follow along as you do it one step at a time.  Once, you
have done it several times , it will seem easier.  You could print out
the e-mail you got from Nabble with my instructions.  I am sorry I
am unable to sit by you and point out each step and answer your
questions as you go along.  It is harder to try to understand
someone's written instructions, without the benefit of asking
questions immediately.

SAVE ATWT and Guiding Light!!

Help

You sure have cut to the chase, Chris. So you now feel there's something in Ali's and Casey's relationship. ...

No harm no faul, lol. My change in attitude has come a lot from the fact they are taking their time with the...

BTW, Chris, I think you mean Casey rather than Cassie. Cassie is a character on GL. LOL **************The Average...

Always a grammar Queen!! LOL

Yup, that's me: a Grammar Queen! You've got my number! LOL

And I am the Spelling Queen!! LOL

What a pair we make!! LOL **************A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy...

Oh yeah, a good education pair!! LOL I think Chris is mad at me ... he hasn't spoken to me in several days ......

Jay, I've noticed that on a lot of my e-mails to friends and relatives--apart from the Nabble threads. Don't know why...

Now, on this post, it didn't do it ... but on your previous post it did ... is there anything you are doing...

If I reply directly from AOL where the message indicator comes up, I think that's where the ad comes from. When I...

Yes, the ad appears at the bottom ... sounds to me like you are not following this message routine: 1. Click on...

SnyderFan8 Sorry, Jay, but I can't follow the directions you sent. A better solution for me is when I get a message that someone...

Sorry, Jay, but I can't follow the directions you sent.
 A better solution for me is when I get a message that
someone has responded to a post I made, is for me to
log onto the Nabble site and make a response at that

The reason I was responding from the AOL site is that
it's quicker that way, instead of logging on to Nabble.
 In the future I'll log onto Nabble and respond from

I've stated something similar on another thread a few days ago about Ali. It's frustrating when she starts in this I...

As much as we would all like to see these two go their seperate ways, I think the writers are using this story of...
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